With the advent of direct electron detectors, the perspectives of cryo-electron microscopy 10 (cryo-EM) have changed in a profound way 1 . These cameras are superior to previous 11 detectors in coping with the intrinsically low contrast of radiation-sensitive organic materials 12 embedded in amorphous ice, and so they have enabled the structure determination of several 13 macromolecular assemblies to atomic or near-atomic resolution. According to one 14 theoretical estimation, a few thousand images should suffice for calculating the structure of 15 proteins as small as 17 kDa at 3 Å resolution 2 . In practice, however, we are still far away from 16 this theoretical ideal. Thus far, protein complexes that have been successfully reconstructed 17 to high-resolution by single particle analysis (SPA) have molecular weights of ~100 kDa or 18 larger 3 . Here, we report the use of Volta phase plate in determining the structure of human 19 haemoglobin (64 kDa) at 3.2 Å. Our results demonstrate that this method can be applied to 20 complexes that are significantly smaller than those previously studied by conventional 21 defocus-based approaches. Cryo-EM is now close to becoming a fast and cost-effective 22 alternative to crystallography for high-resolution protein structure determination.
plate. It was suggested that the structure of 100 kDa proteins could be determined at 3 Å resolution 28 from only 10,000 particles. Later, it was proposed that the theoretical limit might be even lower if 29 perfect images could be taken 2, 6 . With the technology at that time and cryo-EM images being far 30 from perfect retaining only 10% of contrast, it seemed that obtaining a 3 Å reconstruction would be 31 reserved for complexes with a molecular weight upwards of 4 MDa 5 . Nowadays, obtaining ~3 Å 32 resolution reconstructions has become almost routine and has been achieved with complexes that 33 are much smaller in size 1 . To date, the smallest protein solved to near-atomic resolution by single 34 particle cryo-EM is the 3.8 Å resolution structure of the 93 kDa isocitrate dehydrogenase 3 . Even so,
35
single particle analysis reconstructions are still strongly biased towards larger symmetric complexes,
36
indicating there is still a long way to go before the full potential of imaging proteins with electrons is 37 reached.
38
The difficulties in routinely obtaining high-resolution reconstructions of small molecular weight 39 proteins are predominantly owed to poor representation of low spatial frequencies in electron 
49
In-focus single particle cryo-EM enabled by the Volta phase plate (VPP) holds the promise of yielding 50 up to a two-fold boost in SNR and therefore enhancing our ability to observe weak phase objects 7 .
51
The SNR of VPP images is high because transfer of contrast of low spatial frequencies is optimal 52 and constant for images taken in focus. Unlike previous phase plate designs, VPP images also retain 53 the high spatial frequencies of the specimen enabling structure determination at near-atomic 54 resolution 8, 9 . However, in-focus imaging with VPP requires very precise focusing 8 and the typically strong Cs present in cryo-electron microscopes appears to be a limiting factor in attaining resolutions 56 better than 3 Å by in-focus phase plate-imaging 8 .
57
Enabled by the ability to estimate and correct the phase shift of the VPP in CTFFIND4 10 and 58 RELION2 11 , we therefore used a hybrid approach combining the strengths of CTEM and VPP 12 (Fig.   59 1). This involves applying a defocus of ~500 nm and correcting for the effects of CTF. We opted to 60 apply this strategy to tetrameric Hgb, which mediates oxygen transport in blood and has a molecular 61 weight of 64 kDa and C2 symmetry. We chose Hgb for its iconic status as the first protein structure 62 alongside myoglobin that was solved using X-ray crystallography by Max Perutz in 1960, coincidently 63 by overcoming the phase problem of X-ray crystallography 13 .
64
Commercially sourced human Hgb is in the non-functional ferric (Fe 3+ ) state referred to as metHgb.
65
After vitrification of the metHgb, the sample was subjected to VPP-enabled imaging with multiframe 66 movies taken at low defocus, as described above. The movies were corrected for motion and 67 radiation damage using MotionCor2 14 . Hgb particles were readily discernible in VPP images (Fig.   68 1a) and could be accurately picked because of their high contrast. 2D classification of automatically 69 picked particles resulted in class averages with recognisable features and striking resemblance to 70 the structure of Hgb (Fig. 1c ). Class averages were selected for initial model building in EMAN using 
75
At this level of resolution, side-chain densities and prosthetic haem groups are clearly resolved in 76 our reconstruction ( Fig. 2a, Fig. S1 ). We used an MD-based approach for model building and 
80
Superimposition of docked α1 subunits and corresponding tetramers yields cross-correlation values 81 of 43%, 47% and 62% for T, R1 and R2 states, respectively (Fig. 2b) . This observation is in line with the fact that metHgb adopts an R-like state suggesting that conformational states can be determined 83 for small proteins at high-resolution without crystallisation.
84
Our results showcase how cryo-EM can be used to determine which conformational states are 85 present in solution. It has become increasingly clear that simple allosteric models based on discrete 86 states, which are arrested by tight crystal contacts potentially fail to provide a complete 87 structure/function portrait and may be divergent from solution studies 17 . Single particle analysis is 88 inherently better suited than crystallography for visualising the full spectrum of conformational states 89 that proteins adopt 18 . Obtaining high-resolution structures of solution states may indeed be one of 90 the main applications of structure determination by VPP as a technique complementary to X-ray 91 crystallography and nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy.
92
Given the ease of the data acquisition, it can be expected that near-atomic resolution maps will 93 become routine for large parts of the proteome including membrane proteins. In conjunction with 94 improved automation, and next generation direct electron detectors, cryo-EM is likely to become a 95 major player in structure-based small molecule drug discovery for almost any drug target. 
